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Bill introduced to allow teacher strikes

Ohio Sen. Harry Meshel (D-23) has introduced a bill in the Ohio Senate which would allow university faculty and Ohio teachers to legally strike to support their collective bargaining positions.

Meshel said the bill would set up procedures through which bargaining units could be established on campuses and in school systems.

"FACULTY could vote to hire a bargaining agent to represent their position to administrators," Meshel said.

"I suppose what you're saying is that bargaining is necessary," said Matt Brandeberry, a professor in the College of Business at Ohio State University.

"Well, yes, but there is no machinery provided for it," Meshel said.

"The bill would prescribe ground rules for setting up bargaining units between labor and the administrations.

"Meshel said it is already a matter of practice in some areas for educational organizations to enter into bargaining procedures, and the Ohio State Faculty Association is bargaining with the Ohio State University in Columbus as a representative for the OSU faculty.

"It's just a matter of making legal what is already being done in some places," he said.

<Meshel said his real inside-track support of the proposed measure is from teachers' groups.

He said the meeting, meaning school administrators, might not be necessary, or at least not passed by the board of education.

"I think the bill is almost redundant, because the law is already there," he said.

"We also hope to change the present law," Meshel said.

The Ferguson Act in a bill which will be introduced tomorrow. It would make it easier to allow public employees to strike legally.

"The Ferguson Act is in Ohio law which prohibits public employees from striking.

Washington, D.C. - President Ronald Reagan asked Congress yesterday for new trade negotiating authority that he said would significantly strengthen his ability to bargain with other nations.
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**EDITORIALS**

**hiring policies**

Hiring and promotion figures compiled in the first report by the University's Office of Equal Opportunity are anything but encouraging.

Although some comparisons between statistics from this year and those from previous years were not as discouraging as those from last year, they were nevertheless

The good news for minorities:

Eight per cent of the promotions from associate to full professor involved minority group faculty. Last year no minorities were promoted in this area.

Twenty-three per cent of the promotions from associate to full professor involved women. Last year this category included no women.

The bad news was the bad news.

In 1971-72, two of the promotions from instructor to assistant professor were made to minority group faculty, and no minorities were promoted in this area.

In 1972-73, none of the 15 promotions from associate to full professor. This year? Still none.

A student was walking across the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility the day after his 21st birthday and now he's one of the 31 who have graduated. The inmates of the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility have collectively formed a new group called 'Unity.' The goal of the group is to return to society as productive citizens. The inmates are required to complete educational procedures, which have been a pet peeve of mine for some time. I believe the president of the United States knew what he was talking about when he spoke of unity. It may be true that most of the recently recruited minority and female faculty are not ready yet for promotion. But it seems highly likely that any explanation for this will cover all of the dismal setbacks in promotions and hiring.

The University and all departments of equal employment opportunity. But somebody had better tell the department heads about that commitment.

**housing code**

Some governmental agency, be it city or county, should take the initiative and act now. The proposed city housing code is stalled in committee. Now the Board of County Commissioners has expressed interest in updating the county code along the lines of the suggested Bowling Green code.

It passed, either could improve potential slum areas, stabilize property values and give students who rent their money's worth a chance to improve their lot.

That such code could create a housing officer empowered to inspect dwellings. The code would also specify standards for quality of housing, including minimum area, heating, lighting, and ventilation requirements. The code would also provide a means to enforce these standards.

The code would also state the purpose of the code, which is to promote the general welfare and provide a decent and safe environment for all people.

It is an onerous responsibility that the conservative needs to bear under to get such a code passed. It is an onerous responsibility that the conservatives need to bear under to get such a code passed. The conservative needs to bear under to get such a code passed.

**Letters**

**program changes suggested**

Since I have attended B.G.S.U. of one thing that has impressed me the most.

Many of the instructors that I have had to teach in education courses.

It seems that all students of education are required to complete 'X' number of hours in education to become elementary or secondary teachers while the majority of the other courses are not required to have background in education.

BEING A MATHEMATICAL genius does not qualify a person to be a good
teacher of the subject. Therefore, I suggest that education be expanded.

1. Each student should be aware of the qualifications necessary to become a teacher.

2. The University should adapt a system of assigning and providing assistance to students majoring in education.

3. All students should be involved in the selection of their instructors.

From this information the student can select which courses they want to take.

William Banks No 13000
Fort Meade, IA

THE BOWLING Green Journal of Education

**'unity' needs advice, opinions**

The reaction to Richard Nixon's veto of the aid-to-the-handicapped bill will undoubtedly illustrate a difference between the Democratic and the Republican modes of operation.

It may be true that most of the recently recruited minority and female faculty are not ready yet for promotion. But it seems highly likely that any explanation for this will cover all of the dismal setbacks in promotions and hiring.

A student was walking across the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility the day after his 21st birthday and now he's one of the 31 who have graduated. The inmates of the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility have collectively formed a new group called 'Unity.' The goal of the group is to return to society as productive citizens. The inmates are required to complete educational procedures, which have been a pet peeve of mine for some time. I believe the president of the United States knew what he was talking about when he spoke of unity. It may be true that most of the recently recruited minority and female faculty are not ready yet for promotion. But it seems highly likely that any explanation for this will cover all of the dismal setbacks in promotions and hiring.

The University and all departments of equal employment opportunity. But somebody had better tell the department heads about that commitment.

**singing voice**

Do you know what I heard the other day?

I had believed that only children sang this way, but I guess they don't anymore. I can't believe it. It just made my day.

— Tim Anderson

Geography department

**biking paths encouraged**
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**LETTERS**

**let's hear from you**

The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns. Letters may concern any subject, column or editorial.

Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that columns be no more than four typed pages, double spaced.

The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these limits, with respect to the length of ideas and proper tone.

Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, c/o The BG News, 186 University Hall.
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Ohio Senate yesterday defeated by a narrow margin a bill that would have allowed the sale of beer and liquor in Ohio counties where a local option had been approved. The Senate voted 14-11 against the bill, introduced by Sen. Richard G. Reichel (D-Fitchburg). Reichel, who had argued that since July, an average of 100 new businesses had been opening in counties where the vote had been approved, said he would not appeal the decision of the Senate. The vote was 14-11, with one senator absent.
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Lake Erie flooding forces evacuation

TOLDO (AP) - Residents along the southeast shore of Lake Erie began to return to their waterfront homes yesterday after the worst storm of the last half-century. Damage was estimated to be greater than $10 million, the amount claimed from this past water's storm.

A B-MILE stretch along the sandwashed coast was battered by high winds, blowing water over dikes and leaving much of the area west of Port Clinton and eastern Oregon Island, as well as Oregon, only 10 to 20 feet of water left.

In Lorain County, Ohio, an estimated $1 million of damage was reported. An estimated 400 homes were damaged in Painesville and Eastlake. The Ohio National Guard was called in to assist the people.

As residents returned to their flooded homes in Painesville, many walking with high boots through 2 to 3 feet of water or using canoe, rubber rafts, motor boats or row boats, the cleanup began.

Shirley Shoichy, who has been through three floods in the past 10 years, said: "I'm just a little a little too young to know what it's like. I'm now going to take further steps.

But others have tried to move out of the stricken area. "There for for sure" was just above the water's surface appeared in every bay yesterday.

Women on report to women's week

WOMEN, a University-sponsored organization, will meet tonight at 3 p.m. at the United Christian Fellowship Center, 1317 W. Main Ave.

Kessler said yesterday that the main idea was to establish the group as a means of mutual help and support. The group will meet every week at the same time.

Union employees celebrate, too

The 15th anniversary of the University Union will be celebrated today after the worst storm of the last half-century. Damage was estimated to be greater than $10 million, the amount claimed from this past water's storm.
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Bud Drinkers, can you figure this out?

Suppose Bud, in 24 oz. bottles that cost 50¢ apiece. And suppose the 1.24 oz. bottle has 2 oz. A group can up to you conserving two houses the same size. He tells you one box is full of 12 oz. bottles, the other is exactly half full of the 24 oz. bottles. One is worth more than the other. Which one?
GRAND OPENING SALE

WED APRIL 11TH
THRU SUN APRIL 15TH
10 AM TO 10 PM

248 SOUTH MAIN STREET
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN

SOUND SAVINGS

NIKKO 2010 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER W/ALL TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY ($139.95) TWO JENSEN MODEL 1 AIR SUSPENSION SPEAKERS ($48. EACH) AND A BSR 320X AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE WITH CUERING AND ANTI- SKATE AND A MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE ($90.) REG. $315.95. NOW THE PRICE THAT FITS $219.95

MIX & MATCH SYSTEMS

Jensen

NIKKO 2010 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER MATCHED WITH A PAIR OF MARANTZ IMPERIAL VII, 3-WAY SPEAKERS AND A PIONEER PL-120 TURNTABLE W/CUERING, ANTI-SKATE AND AN ADC-250X DIAMOND CARTRIDGE. REG. $527.85. NOW $349.95 (HARD TO BEAT)

Superex

STereo AMPLIFIER
REG. $119.95
NOW $88.95

PIONEER

STEREO CASSETTE DECK
REG. $199.95
NOW $148.95

FREE PACK OF 3 CASSETTES
REG. $9.80
NOW $5.95

Panasonic

STEREO CASSETTE DECK
REG. $249.95
NOW $148.95

FREE PACK OF 3 CASSETTES
REG. $9.80
NOW $5.95

NIKKO 2010 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER MATCHED WITH A PAIR OF MARANTZ IMPERIAL VII, 3-WAY SPEAKERS AND A PIONEER PL-120 TURNTABLE W/CUERING, ANTI-SKATE AND AN ADC-250X DIAMOND CARTRIDGE. REG. $527.85. NOW $349.95 (HARD TO BEAT)

Drawing For $1000.00 worth of Stereo and Quad Components
COME IN AND REGISTER. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
ROLL IN TO BOWLING GREEN FOR STRAIGHT TALK IN STEREO AND A PRICE THAT FITS!
PHONE: 354-4322
Earth ethics talks set

Washingto_n Capi_t -_ The House yesterday sustained President Nixon's veto of a $28 million rural water and sewer grant bill that would have helped finance the drinking water systems of many rural communities.

It was the first test in the current session to determine what priority Nixon has assigned to spending priorities, and I think the cattlemen, farm wives in some States, and the feedlots are going to be very concerned about the future.

"We are face to face with the problem of how the boycotter is going to provide a meaningful system of the nation's food supply," said a friend of the President's on the floor.

However, the '72 problem is not the one we are facing now. But the meat boycott is still a good buy. People are buying meat. Just look," he said, "and I think the consumers who are buying meat are not the same people who are buying eggs. People are buying eggs. And if the boycott had any effect at all, it was short-lived."
Chilling entertainment for weekend

"Ice Horizons 1973"

Show business is coming to Bowling Green this weekend in a quite different kind of package.

"Ice Horizons 1973" is a series of three performances of "Ice Horizons," which will be presented by the School of Music and Theatre Arts. The performances will take place in the University Symphony Concert Hall on Saturday, April 14, at 8:30 p.m., and Sunday, April 15, at 3 p.m.

Although Rich did not actually set eyes on the world from some backseats customary stage area he was born into a Vaudeville setting. He was born in a trunk, not in a hospital, as the old-timey beginning to a career in skating.

Rich is a capable singer and dancer, as well as a fine skater. He has been in the skating business since he was five, and has been a skating professional at this point for over 20 years. He has been in nearly every major city in the United States and Western Europe.

"Ice Horizons 1973" is going to bring the best with show business and become a part of the real world again," he said.

"I've stayed with the same company for 20 years," he said. "I've been with the same people for a long time."

"I've been with the same company for a long time," he said. "I've been with the same company for 20 years," he said. "I've been with the same people for a long time."

"Ice Horizons 1973" is performing on the drums in the ensemble for Schubert's "Autumn Symphony." The concert will be conducted by Dr. Carl Satz, graduate student in speech and behavior, at Schubert's "Autumn Symphony." The concert will be conducted by Dr. Carl Satz, graduate student in speech and behavior, at Schubert's "Autumn Symphony." The concert will be conducted by Dr. Carl Satz, graduate student in speech and behavior, at Schubert's "Autumn Symphony."
**Team now 6-0 on season**

The Bowling Green rugby teams swept their weekend opponents again and capped off an impressive week.

**El Shafei victorious**

**IM notes**

Entry blanks are available for several softball leagues. Entries may be picked up from the recreation bureau or mailed to interested persons and from residence hall directors. Entries due are by April 11. Plans will begin April 25.

**Check**

Bowling Green defensemen Mike Wilks (white jersey) put some resistance to a Willitsburg player Saturday. The Falcons spoiled the Tigers’ 8-3, in Springfield in the opening Midwest Interconference Association game.
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